
ADVERTISING   //   DESIGN   //   DIGITAL



WE’RE THE RALLY CO.
We believe making connections is the key to action, and in return, great results. We inspire these 

connections with stories and experiences that tie into what our client’s brands are all about.

We’ve got a team of creative thinkers, problem solvers, strategists and planners. We band together 

to help our clients become relevant in their space by defining, differentiating and communicating 

their uniqueness to their consumers and the industries they reside. Our team has over 15 years of 

experience helping businesses make connections and deliver measurable results.



WE MAKE BRANDS MEMORABLE.
Creating the right voice for your brand can make a world of difference, and can positively affect 

your brand’s perception and share in the market. For us, we think of it as connecting with people, 

not consumers. They may be fanatics, enthusiasts, first time buyers - but having that emotional 

connection is at the heart of every message, no matter the medium.

In short,



HOW SO?
A fully-integrated agency gives our clients an arsenal of strategic and tactical support 
to communite their brand. We’re agile enough to utilize all, or just some of the following 
resources for any given client.

• Advertising & Design

• Brand Building & Strategy

• Social Media Activation

• Acquisition & Loyalty Marketing

• Content Strategy & Development

• Paid, Earned & Owned Media

• Digital Development



PARTNERS



OUR WORK



HARD
2
0 - BRANDING / INTEGRATED

When Rally was approached to help bring a vodka water brand to market, we created a bold and colorful look that beams from the shelves.
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HARD
2
0 - BRANDING / INTEGRATED

Support materials conveyed strong product features, as well as a tone fit for a fun afternoon.



CENTRAL STANDARD - BRANDING

Refreshing an established brand is never easy. But, when asked to enhance and amplify Central Standard’s brand, we leaned into the spirit of 
Wisconsin for our inspiration and partnership opportunities in cobranding.



CENTRAL STANDARD - BRANDING

Posters were created for each spirit, protraying their personality in a consistent brand look.



IDITAROD TOUGH - BRANDING

How do you look to attract a more youthful audience to an iconic, yet aging event? Our goal was to give the event a more youthful and epic 
vibe. An entire logo system was created to highlight the various aspects and imagery around the sport, as well as the state. A hashtag and 

branded apparel were created to give  more attitude and life to the brand.



IDITAROD TOUGH - BRANDING

Posters and signage were created to draw attention and gain interest.



BIG BAY BREWING - POINT OF SALE

In the beer world, carving out your own space and voice is incredibly challenging, There are craft beers—most of which take themselves (and their hipness) fairly seriously. 
There are mass-produced beers that offer to help you “find your beach.” And then, there’s Big Bay, the craft beer that understands that beer—and life—are meant to be enjoyed. 

Whether you’re relaxing, celebrating or socializing, Big Bay is on board.



BIG BAY BREWING - NAMING AND PACKAGING

When Big Bay decided to set sail on a more craft style beer line- we helped in naming the new line, as well as bringing out the personality of each beer graphically on the labels.

BIG BAY BREWING COMPANY    PACKAGING

BIG BAY BREWING COMPANY This new Milwaukee micro brewer needed some impact in the crowded micro brewer market. 
We created package design that reflected the eclectic personality of the brand. Posters were also created to support the brand personality.



BIG BAY BREWING - POINT OF SALE

To highlight the personality of our brand in store, we created posters that showcased the beer, and it’s personality.

BIG BAY BREWING COMPANY    PRINT

BIG BAY BREWING COMPANY This new Milwaukee micro brewer needed some impact in the crowded micro brewer market. 
We created package design that reflected the eclectic personality of the brand. Posters were also created to support the brand personality.



BIG BAY BREWING - PACKAGING

When Big Bay wanted to extend their beer line into a bourbon barrel line, 
we created a new, bolder look that fits in the brand family, but that- had it’s own personality.



BIG BAY BREWING - POINT OF SALE

To highlight the personality of our brand in store, we created posters that showcased the beer, and it’s personality.



UNITED PERFORMING ARTS FUND

When UPAF approached us to help them with their branding for this year’s 40th anniversary ride, we decided to lean in to the ever-popular 
Milwaukee People’s flag. We blended in the key feature of the race- getting to ride over the Hoan bridge. 



$20 OFF YOUR FIRST ORDER                PROMO CODE “IGLOO”with
~
~

Groceries delivered no matter how cold it gets.

The $20 discount off your first order will be deducted automatically online when you correctly enter a valid promotional code. Offer valid on orders of $100 or more. Limit one offer per household. Not valid with any other offer. Offer valid for new customers only. Minimum delivery is $60.

PEAPOD.COM - INTEGRATED CAMPAIGN

In the dead of winter, going grocery shopping becomes even more treacherous. This campaign consisting of outdoor, TV, digital and direct mail 
launched in Q1 to promote Peapod.com’s grocery delivery service. 



TAILSPIN ALE FEST

We welcomed the chance to help rebrand one of Louisville’s incredible outdoor craft beer festivals, located at Historic Bowman Field. 
We started with a fresh identity system- based around an ownable icon that works on collateral, clothing and on-site signage.
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TAILSPIN ALE FEST

We promoted the event through print ads, social medai, out-of-home boards and posters- all boldly featuring our new brand, with a little bit of fun for the craft beer lover.



CARPO COFFEE - BRANDING / INTEGRATED

Running out of coffee is the worst. And getting good coffee from the store just isnt as good as coffee shops. Carpo coffee is a unique subscription-based coffee service 
that delivers fresh beans to your home or office. We created a unique look and voice to make the brand compelling and known for quality, not just delivery.



SKYJUICE - BRANDING AND PACKAGE DESIGN

Launching any new beverage is tough enough. But when the drink is a local Bahamian favorite, a unique mix of flavors- you’re at even more of a disadvantage. 
Our goal was to break in to the market using bright Bahamian palette, and a unique logo and pattern to draw attention and excite consumers. 



SKYJUICE - MARKETING MATERIAL

Support materials for the new brand included point-of-sale, a website, as well as sell sheets, and additional marketing material.



CHUCK & DON’S

The bond between a person and their pet is a strong one. And Chuck & Don’s understands that, better than most. They carry only the best products, 
and make themselves part of the community. Our job was to communicate that our staff knows your pet just about as good as you do. Print, digital and radio 

were all created to draw people to the store, and boost online sales.



THANK YOU
WE LOOK FORWARD TO HEARING FROM YOU

JEFF JASINOWSKI
JEFFJ@THERALLYCO.COM
414-915-6861

#LETSRALLY


